Summary. ~ It is shown that, for loft-hand discontinuities which asymptotically exceed certain limits imposed by unitarity, the partialwave dispersion relation admits no ghost-free solutions. However, for discontinuities which on the left tend to a limit ~, 0 < $ < 1, the singular integral equation that arises by application of the usual N[D approach is shown to lead to a one-parameter manifold of ghost-free solutions; in particular, a specific solution which is analytic at 2--~ 0 belongs to this manifold. The variation of the zeros of the D function (for varying 2) is shown explicitly in a simple example.
-I n t r o d u c t i o n .
Recently, there h~s been some interest in the s t u d y of singular (nonl~.edholm) integral equations which arise in the application of decomposition methods, notably the usual .N/.D, on scattering problems (~-4), One reason is t h u t in some of the simplest examples treated in the stronginteraction liter~tuz% e.g, pion-pion scattering b y exchange of u p-meson, a left-hand discontinuity defined b y the exchange of an e l e m e n t a r y particle (x) G. AUB]~RSON and G. WANDERS: Phys. ~bett., 15, 61 (1965) . (2) D. ATKINSON and A. P. CONTOGOU~IS: -hTuovo Gimento, 39, 1082 , 1102 (1965 . (a) M. B. HALP~N: Nuovo Cimento (to be published); Phys. ttev., 140, B 1570 Phys. ttev., 140, B (1965 .
(*) K. DIETZ and G. DO~OKOS: Phys. Lett., 11, 91 (1964) A third reason is that, after a number of difficulties encountered in the peratization scheme, it could--in principle--be of interest to apply a unltaxyN/D approach to the problem of higher-order corrections to weak interactions; then a left-hand discontinuity defined by the exchange of two (or more) elementary vector mesons increases asymptotically, and this leads to a strongly singular integral equation U).
In investigations of singular N/D equations, two problems axe of particular interest. The first is the existence of solutions of the dispersion relation for the partial-wave amplitude; for, in certain cases, the resulting /) functions may introduce unwanted zeros on the first sheet of the complex plane of the energy variable (we shall call them ghosts). The second is the uniqueness of the ghost-free solutions; for, in general, the .N/D equations have nonunique sohltions 0"4).
The first problem has already been considered (3.3) on the basis of specific examples; in these, the exact integral equations are replaced by their asymptotic counterparts, which then lead to explicit solutions. However, so far, the relation between the manifold of solutions of the exact equations and of their asymptotic forms has not been rigorously established; thus, the existing considerations are not fully convincing.
In Sect. 2 of this work a proof is given that, for left-hand discontinuities which asymptotically exceed certain limits imposed by unitarlty, no ghost-free solutions exist. In Sect. 3 it is shown that, provided that these unitarity limits are observed, ghost-free solutions do exist; in particular, a uniquely specified solution, which as a function of an appropriate elgenpaxameter 2 is analytic at 4= 0 (2), belongs to this class. However, it is also shown that, in general, a one-parameter infinity of ghost-free solutions exists too. Finally, in Sect. 4, the variation of the zeros of the D function (with varying 4) is studied in an explicit, simplified example.
